
To My Fellow NSSRA Members: 
  

I’d like to start this letter off with the old “good news and bad 
news” message. The good news is that we have been very 
fortunate for many years to have had the NSSRA guided by 
the very impressive leadership of our Chairman Brad 
Nelson. His commitment, energy and communication skills 
have been outstanding. The bad news is that Brad has 
stepped down from his position – though he remains on 
the Board as Past Chairman – and the additional bad news 
is that I have taken on the role of Chairman – again. 
  
Brad’s leadership has enhanced NSSRA and strengthened 
our organization. This last year we focused on certain goals 
and made excellent headway. We committed to increase the 

financial strength of NSSRA and were able to double our cash position, thereby 
progressing toward the goal of being able to engage a full-time executive director. 
 
We strengthened our relationship with SIA and NSAA and feel we are becoming the “third 
leg of the stool” and an important partner in the winter sports business. 
 
We spent much time engaged in grow the sport initiatives – both “Bring A Friend” and 
“Learn To Ski/Snowboard Month” 
 
We have made good progress this last year. Let me detail our goals for the coming year. 

 
• We need to do a more effective job communicating the value of NSSRA to our 

members, to those we hope would join us and to the industry as a whole. 
 

• We need to establish a monthly electronic newsletter – that is worth reading and 
informs both retailers and suppliers. 

 
• We need to continue our effort to grow the sport by working with our industry 

partners SIA and NSAA. And we need to show our member retailers how they can 
be effective in this campaign. 

 
• We need to establish revenue sources that enable us to increase the strength and 

effectiveness of NSSRA and enable us to hire a full-time executive director. 
 
I look forward to a productive year and will be updating you on how we will achieve these 
goals and how you can help. 
 
Enjoy the spring skiing. 
 
Wilbur Rice, NSSRA Chair 
Equipe Sport 


